The first edition of Thus Have I Seen (THIS)
Buddhist Film Festival was successfully
organised by Dharma In Action Limited (DIA)
in 2009. Playing on the oft-cited verse “Thus
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religious aspects of Buddhism, told through
16 original, thought-provoking films by
filmmakers from 11 countries, including China,

All films will be screening for the first time
in Singapore.

DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

FESTIVAL PROGRAMMERS’ MESSAGE

We are deeply excited to bring the second edition of Thus Have I
Seen (THIS) Buddhist Film Festival back this year. Three years have
passed since the first edition in 2009; we still remember the joy and
elation of bringing quality Buddhist films from around the world to
Singapore to share with the local community. The well wishes and
support we had for THIS 2009 made it easy for us to decide to
organise another edition this year.

The Buddha had always encouraged his followers to put his teachings into practice only
after thorough investigation and reflection - in particular, after finding that the teachings
are beneficial to self and others through reason and experience. In line with this spirit of
free enquiry that is central to Buddhism, we tried to find films that encourage the audience
to look at themselves and the world from different perspectives; with an open mind.

There are many ways to experience Buddhism and film is one
modern medium that has been successfully and increasingly used
by artists around the world to bring across their visions and
understanding of Buddhism. Through the 16 films selected this
year, we hope to help open the minds of the audience to possibilities and realities beyond our normal understanding.
This year, we have gone further than ever, pushing the envelope,
to propose films that are not easily available to the audience in
Singapore. The selected films vary widely in their depiction of
Buddhism and Buddhist cultures. Some films will challenge our
perception of what Buddhist films should be, while others will
provide us with further insights into Buddhist cultures and practices
worldwide. I am sure that our audience will find all of them
thought-provoking.
On behalf of the organising committee, I would like to express our
gratitude to all our sponsors and supporters for their help and
encouragement during the many months of planning. Last but not
least, I would like to express our gratitude to the families of the
members of the organising committee for supporting THIS 2012
and allowing our committee precious time away from them to help
organise this event.
Enjoy the festival.
Teo Puay Kim
Chairman, Organising Committee
Director,
Dharma In Action Limited

The programming process was full of surprises. Although we have now entered the
second edition of THIS, the variety of Buddhist films available still amazed us. Moreover,
we found many films that challenge the audience to rethink their perceptions on themes
such as life, death, justice and impermanence. We discovered provocative films like
Headshot and The Outrage, rare biographies of eminent Buddhist personalities like
The Coming of Tulku and Crazy Wisdom, insightful documentaries like The Gatekeeper of
Enmyoin and Schooling the World, and short films such as Angin and Bamiyan - just to
name a few. We also held an Open Call for the first time to reach out to more filmmakers
and to discover new works. We were most encouraged by the number of entries sent
from all around the world, and pleased to say that Souls of Zen, a documentary about the
Buddhist response to the March 2011 tsunami in Japan, was selected from our Open Call.
After much thought, we decided that the chosen films have to convey Right View1 and
Right Intention2. Along the way we realised that different films fulfil this objective in
different ways – some more controversial than others – and the selection process cannot
be a simplistic one that approves every film with explicit messages of peace and love and
while discarding the rest. Sometimes Right View and Right Intention emerge or become
more deeply imprinted with conflicting encounters, and it is hoped that some of these
films can open doors this way by offering worthy confrontations on screen.
As working adults with busy lives, researching and reviewing more than 50 films proved
to be quite a challenge. We also had to negotiate with the filmmakers, seek approval
from the censors, and ship the films in – altogether a long drawn but definitely,
rewarding journey. Not only did we get to play a part in bringing quality films into
Singapore, our understanding of the Buddha-Dharma was constantly being challenged
with every new film we watched. What makes a film “Buddhist” - Buddha statues,
meditating monks and peace-loving messages? Do images and actions usually not
associated with the religion – violence, for example - make a film “un-Buddhist”? With
each instalment of THIS Buddhist Film Festival, we strive to stay true to the spirit of
sharing films that ask good questions and encourage the audience to look inwards.
With Metta,
Cell Tono, Chan Boon Kian, Poh Yong Hui, Renee Tan and Victor Lim
Festival Programmers
[1] Right View – In Buddhism, this refers to the cultivation of qualities of the mind which will allow one to have a
knowledge or vision of things as they really are
[2] Right Intention - To cultivate the mind by not letting negative intentions persist and encouraging positive
intentions of non-attachment, unconditional love and helpfulness.
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THE OUTRAGE (U-MONG PHA MEUNG)
Sat 22 Sep | 1.45pm
Fri 28 Sep | 7pm
ML Bhandevanop Devakul, 2011, Thailand, 114 min
Thai with English subtitles, NC16 (Some sexual scenes)
Best Costume Design and Best Special Effects, 21st Thailand National Film Awards, 2011
Best Art Direction and Best Supporting Actress, 20th Bangkok Critics Assembly Awards, 2012

DIRECTOR’S BIO
ML Bhandevanop Devakul is one of Thailand’s most
prolific directors with a portfolio spanning film,
television and theatre. He is also an outstanding
scriptwriter and well respected professor in directing
and acting. In his 38-year career, he has adapted and
retold classics such as Hamlet (as a musical drama, a
first in the world in 1995); A Street Car Named Desire (as
a TV drama); and Rashomon (as a play in 1991, and as a
feature film in 2011).

DIRECTOR’S NOTES
The original story may be very old, but its essence is
still relevant in today’s context. I adapted the
screenplay from the play by MR Kukrit Pramoj, and 20
years ago I also directed the play from his script. It
was a success and I’ve been planning to bring the
story to the big screen for a long time.

Set in the ancient Lanna Kingdom (the North of
Thailand in present day), THE OUTRAGE explored, in
dramatic fashion, the elusive nature of truth as the
protagonists struggled to solve a puzzle involving a
heinous crime. As they tried to make sense of the
circumstances surrounding the crime, individual
prejudices and viewpoints emerged to cloud the
mystery further. Will they find out the truth? Or are
humans only capable of chasing after the shadow of
truth? Are there such things as “the truth” after all?

The film was adapted from the play The Gate of the
Ghost by Thailand’s renowned writer MR Kukrit Pramoj,
who in turn adapted the story from Akira Kurosawa’s
1950 masterpiece Rashomon. The film was made to
commemorate the centennial anniversary of MR Kukrit
Pramoj and 101st anniversary of Akira Kurosawa and
starred the cast of Thailand’s leading actors and
actresses: Mario Maurer, Ananda Everingham, Chermal
Boonyasak, Pongpat Wachirabanjong, Dom Hetrakul,
and Petchthai Wongkamlao.

As a script writer, I’ve analysed every aspect of the
play and realised that it has a great moral value. The
gist of the story actually talks about the meaning of
truth according the teaching of Lord Buddha – the
idea of attachment and the quest for truth. So I made
the film and dedicated it to all the great personalities
who were involved with it: from MR Kukrit, Akira
Kurosawa, who made Rashomon famous all over the
world, and to Ryonosuke Akutagawa, the author of
the original story. They all were the masters.
MR Kukrit’s play didn’t take after Kurosawa’s film. In
fact, MR Kukrit saw the play “Rashomon” in New York
– it was a Japanese story performed by a Western
cast – and he sort of translated the play into Thai.
That play re-interpreted the story by putting more
emphasis on the dialogue and the depth of human
communication. In my film script, I maintained most
of the dialogue written by MR Kukrit and I only made
it more cinematic in a few places.
In terms of textual interpretation, I stick closely to MR
Kukrit’s version. It took me three months to write the
script alone because I had to pay attention to every
detail and filter all the deep thinking that’s
underlying it.

Scan to
watch trailer
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CRAZY WISDOM
The Life and Times of Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche
Sat 22 Sep | 7pm
Fri 28 Sep | 7.15pm
Johanna Demetrakas, 2011, USA, 89 min
English with English subtitles, PG

DIRECTOR’S BIO
With her first documentary, Womanhouse, about a ground-breaking
feminist art installation, Demetrakas won the AFI Independent
Filmmakers Grant, a place in the Whitney Museum’s New American
Filmmaker Series, and international recognition at festivals such as
the Venice Biennale, Paris, and New York. Her second art doc, Right
Out of History: The Making of Judy Chicago’s Dinner Party, was
broadcast on PBS and the BBC after acclaim at the London and Berlin
Film Festivals. Since winning the Discovery Program Award and
making the dramatic short Homesick in 1989 (Sundance, Houston
Fest winner, Showtime broadcast), Demetrakas has turned her
energies to writing and directing dramatic fiction as well as
documentaries.
DIRECTOR’S NOTES
From the first seminar, called “The Battle of Ego” in Los Angeles, to
filming his cremation on a cloudless but rainbow-filled day in
Vermont, Chogyam Trungpa blew my mind. He always created a
feeling of stark reality, compassion and biting humour at the same
time. Being in his presence was like being suddenly aware of an
oncoming truck: it put every cell in your brain SMACK! into the
present moment. And in that moment you could be outraged, moved
to tears or intellectually inspired… or all at once.

Chogyam Trungpa - at once called “one of the greatest
spiritual teachers of the 20th century,” and ”the bad boy
of Buddhism,” taught Buddhism as if it was a matter of
life and death. He fled the Communist invasion of Tibet,
studied at Oxford in England¹s Swinging Sixties, and
then, made a decision to break with the 1200 year
tradition of his lineage. Renouncing his monastic vows,
he eloped with a sixteen-year old aristocrat and lived
like a westerner, openly enjoying alcohol and having
intimate relations with women students. All while
sparking a spiritual revolution which popularized
Buddhism in the West, attracting a following of
prominent spiritual leaders and intellectuals. Allen

Ginsberg considered him his guru; Thomas Merton
wanted to write a book with him; Joni Mitchell wrote a
song about him. With unprecedented access and rarely
seen archival material, director Johanna Demetrakas
follows the extraordinary life and vision of this unusual
man who influenced millions all over the world.
ALSO WATCH
TULKU, a documentary made by Gesar Mukpo, the son of
Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche and his British wife. He tells
the story of himself and other Western tulkus – all of them
recognized when they were children as reincarnations of
great Tibetan Buddhist masters. Page 36

This brilliant energy was difficult to resist but exhausting to
experience. On top of that, he lived an unapologetic life that
challenged every one of us who crossed his path with fixed ideas
about how a “spiritual teacher” should behave. He wore suits, spoke
precise English and lived like a bon vivant westerner, so it took years
of practice and study to understand that in the rich history of Tibetan
Buddhism, his outrageous “crazy wisdom teaching style” was just
another tradition. In fact it was impossible to separate his lifestyle
from his teachings. He was living a life that was somehow utterly
contemporary, western, controversial, and totally Tibetan as well.
He loved film so we worked together on several projects. He taught
me how to recognize the energy of a situation both visually and
emotionally, and, how to direct a scene to express that energy. It was
like unearthing ancient wisdom and somehow capturing it through
a contemporary medium, film. It is my obvious prejudice that only
film can come close to creating that kind of experience 23 years after
Trungpa’s untimely death.
Ultimately what inspired this film was far beyond the paradox of his
controversial lifestyle paired with the authentic teachings. It was the
message of his life’s work: to wake people up from their blind
addiction to materialism, which he saw as degrading both human
society and the earth at an alarming rate.

“Chogyam Trungpa is
a spellbinding subject,
one absolutely perfect to
inspire a future generation
of spiritualism, the kind that
is profoundly needed in this
present time of confusion
and misalignment”.
– Huffington Post

Scan to
watch trailer
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THE GATEKEEPER OF ENMYOIN
According to a 95-year-old Female Buddhist Priest
Sun 23 Sep | 1.45pm
Reiko Tahara and Max Kozo Uesugi, 2008, USA / Japan, 124 min
English and Japanese with English subtitles, PG

DIRECTOR’S BIO
After each coming to the U.S. from Japan in the early 1990's, Reiko
and Max met at the New School for Social Research in New York,
where they were both studying alternative media in the Media
Studies Graduate Program.
With Reiko's strength in writing and visual storytelling and Max's
deep insight on sound and music in film, they started to incorporate
their talent. In 1994, they established MRex Productions and began
filmmaking together with strong belief in the fusion of form and
content, and the power of media as a communication tool among
people. Though their respective roles in the unit have expanded and
overlapped over the years, their visions as the recently arrived
residents of the U.S. and their earnest passion for creating crafty
multi-layered media art remain consistent and the fiery sparks
between visual, audio and story elements in their work continue to
be the essence of MRex.
DIRECTOR’S NOTES
It took us nine years to make this film(!). In the meantime, we raised
our child, moved twice, struggled to maintain a family life in New
York City, smelled the debris of the World Trade Centre collapse, kept
pondering about wars, and Max’s beloved mother left this world.

Teijun Ogawa, a proud and rare niso (female priest) of
the Japanese Shingon Buddhist Sect, dies after telling
her story to Reiko and Max, a Japanese couple based in
New York. She told them about her desolate life since
she was given to a temple at the age of seven, and
her achievement of building the Enmyoin temple
single-handedly. But she refused to share her view as a
woman – as if the subject was taboo. Upon hearing the
arrival of a young heiress, the couple revisits Enmyoin.
THE GATEKEEPER OF ENMYOIN is the product of their
journey in search of Teijun's unspoken feelings about

her womanhood before and after her death. While the
dark reality of Teijun’s female priesthood in a rural
Buddhist community is revealed, new mysteries of the
untold parts of Teijun’s life emerge. The story is told
through Reiko’s voice, which reflects her own journey
of trying to find freedom, balance and integration of
her roles as a young rebel, new immigrant in the U.S.,
woman, wife, and mother. Soon the simple unfinished
portrait of Teijun develops into a genre-bending,
personal detective documentary with rich narrative
flavour and spiritual sustenance.

In our filmmaking, our Japanese identities and our painfully (and
joyfully) “real” life in Brooklyn often build the base of our work. Then
it expands. Max’s interest in sound and film music, my curiosity in the
issues of woman, religion, or family, and our common fascination for
history give more layers. Max’s musical aesthetics and my visual/
story sense in documentary, and our respect for past documentary
pioneers give the framework for our thoughts and feelings. We take
many layers in one film as a good challenge. It may not be an easy
film to watch because of its uncompromising length and complexity,
but we believe that it has a power to shake viewers’ minds and stay
with them for a long time, and hopefully it will help them in
reflecting on their own journeys toward their own happiness.
Our first attempt was to make a straightforward mini-portrait of
Teijun for Western television. But I ended up looking for her
imprisoned feelings after her death and turned the film into a
non-traditional detective documentary. In retrospect, this film could
be made because she was gone, since she wouldn’t have allowed us
to dig into her womanhood in her earthy presence. Strangely
enough, though, I feel that it was her who drove us to make the film
the way it is.

“A suspenseful mystery
with twists and turns
worthy of a Murakami
novel. It will beguile any
viewer who comes with
no expectations than to
experience the world
through an artist’s
fine-tuned sensibility and
generous sharing of self.”
– Deirdre Boyle, Documentary Historian,
Critic, and Professor

Scan to
watch trailer
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HEADSHOT (FON TOK KUEN FAH)
Sun 23 Sep | 4.30pm
Tue 25 Sep | 7.15pm
Pen-ek Ratanaruang, 2011, Thailand / France, 105 min
Thai with English subtitles, M18 (Sexual scene and violence)
21st Thailand National Film Awards, 2011:
Best Actor (Nopachai Jayanama)
Best Cinematography
Best Director
Best Sound

Bangkok Critics Assembly Awards, 2012:
Best Picture
Best Director
Best Actor (Nopachai Jayanama)
Best Cinematography
Best Editing

DIRECTOR’S BIO
Pen-ek was born in Bangkok in 1962. He spent eight formative years
in his late teens and early twenties in New York City, where he
studied at the Pratt Institute, majoring in Art History. He went on to
work as a freelance illustrator and graphic designer. Back in Thailand,
he was appointed Head of Art at the Leo Burnett agency and spent
five years as an art director before directing TV commercials.
He made his debut as a feature film director in 1997 with a movie
that broke the mould of Thai cinema, and has since produced a
stream of innovative films. He is one of the handful of directors who
have helped to reinvent the Thai film industry since its slump in the
1990s, and has pioneered both the trend of looking back at retro Thai
pop culture for inspiration and the expansion of Thai cinema into the
realms of international casting and coproduction.
His films have been screened in festivals around the world, and he
has picked up numerous festival prizes.
DIRECTOR’S NOTES

Present-day Thailand is rife with corruption. Tul, a
straight-laced cop, is blackmailed by a powerful
politician and framed for a crime he did not commit.
Disillusioned and vengeful, he is soon recruited to
become a hitman for a shadowy group aimed at
eliminating those who are above the law. But one day,
Tul is shot in the head during an assignment. He wakes
up after a three-month coma to find that he sees
everything upside down, literally. Unaware of whether
the condition is medical or a result of karmic
retribution, Tul begins to have second thoughts about

his profession. But when he tries to quit, roles are
reversed and the hunter becomes the hunted. Then he
meets a girl that turns his world even more upside
down. Can Tul find redemption from the violence that
continues to haunt him?
From the director of 6ixtynin9 and Last Life in the
Universe comes a crime noir about a man trying to
forget his past but his past – and karma – won’t forget
him. Adapted from the novel “Fon Tok Kuen Fa” (Rain
Falling up the Sky) by award-winning writer Win Lyovarin.

Although the film HEADSHOT is based on a novel written a long time
ago, the political aspect of it is still true of Thailand today, if not truer.
Politicians, military generals and wealthy businessmen, with their
wealth, education and power, still write the laws and live above
them. And common people like us must get used to it. Corruption,
when exercised by this ruling class, is accepted as the norm in this
democratic society. So instead of education, intelligence and
humanity, we use tricks, threats, blackmailing and weapons to build
our kind of democracy. Come election time, a hitman can make a
better living than a salaryman. And it doesn’t look like change is
going to happen anytime soon.
As for the upside-down vision as experienced by our protagonist, his
story can be interpreted as the inevitability of karmic retribution.
How can one find redemption in such a situation? I believe that it’s
not by being a good Buddhist, but by accepting the consequences of
our actions.

“Ratanaruang slips in one
vital element that makes
HEADSHOT an atypical
crime noir, and that is
the principal view on
self-determination taught
in Theravada Buddhism.”
– Ari Purnama, Latitudes.nu

Scan to
watch trailer
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DHAMMA DANA
Sun 23 Sep | 5.15pm
Theodore Martland, 2009, USA, 30 min
English with English subtitles, PG
Best Domestic Documentary, Queens International Film Festival, New York City, 2009

DIRECTOR’S BIO
Studying philosophy at the University of Richmond,
Martland produced and directed two documentary
films, which brought him deep into Burmese and Indian
Buddhist culture. He also attended Uppsala University
in Sweden, through which he studied international
media and communication in London. A Massachusetts
native, he currently resides in Los Angeles pursuing a
Master of Fine Arts degree at the University of Southern
California School of Cinematic Arts. After his travels and
documentary filmmaking experience, Martland is
looking forward to writing and directing more fictional
and abstract work.

DIRECTOR’S NOTES
"Dhamma Dana," which means, "The sacred gift of
the Buddha's teachings," couldn't have been possible
without the openness and generosity of the Burmese
Buddhist institutions and people who participated in
the making of the film. In this sense, the film is a
sacred gift from them to you. Never have I been to a
more spiritual and inspirational place. It truly is the
Golden Land, preserving and propagating an ancient
spiritual tradition that few experience first-hand.
I would like to thank Sister Molini, Saya U Hla Myint,
The Burmese Ministry of Religious Affairs, and the
Antioch Buddhist Studies in India program for
providing the opportunity and connections
necessary to make this documentary.

Filmed entirely in Myanmar, DHAMMA DANA delves deep into the Golden Land’s
monastic tradition and reveals how Myanmar’s Buddhists find inner freedom. Theravada
Buddhism, one of the two main branches of Buddhism, is the main Buddhist tradition
practised in Myanmar. Over centuries, local and Buddhist practices have merged to create
a unique Buddhist culture in Myanmar.
Through dialogues with respected sayadaws (senior monks), various Buddhist concepts
and practices of dana (giving), mind purification, and karma are defined and discussed.
Cinematic shots of local monks and lay devotees going about their daily practices bring
viewers into the world of Buddhist Myanmar and what Buddhism means to Myanmar.

Scan to
watch trailer
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WANDERING MIND
Sun 23 Sep | 5.15pm
Theodore Martland, 2012, USA, 60 min
English with English subtitles, PG

DIRECTOR’S BIO
Studying philosophy at the University of Richmond,
Martland produced and directed two documentary
films, which brought him deep into Burmese and Indian
Buddhist culture. He also attended Uppsala University
in Sweden, through which he studied international
media and communication in London. A Massachusetts
native, he currently resides in Los Angeles pursuing a
Master of Fine Arts degree at the University of Southern
California School of Cinematic Arts. After his travels and
documentary filmmaking experience, Martland is
looking forward to writing and directing more fictional
work.

DIRECTOR’S NOTES

His motivation was clear—to find the cure to his dissatisfaction—but when director
Theodore Martland set out on his journey to India to live in a Buddhist monastery,
camera in hand, he had no idea what he would discover as he struggled to understand
his own mind. Using the camera as a tool to unravel the truth about the Self,
WANDERING MIND is an experiment with the mind and film, as we witness the
step-by-step realizations of a novice meditation practitioner.
The film features teachings from numerous meditation masters, including one of the
best known and most respected Zen masters in the world today, poet, and peace and
human rights activist, Thich Nhat Hanh. Produced after Dhamma Dana, WANDERING
MIND is a continuation of Martland’s journey to seek life’s answers in Buddhism, together
with fellow youths from the west, all in India for the same purpose.

When I was 20 years old, just before I was to leave for
India to study Buddhism, I read Suzuki Roshi's "Zen
Mind, Beginner's Mind" and was struck by the
evocative message: "The purpose of studying
Buddhism is not to study Buddhism but to study
ourselves." In one sense, the film is about the
awareness of self and perspective. In another sense,
the film is about my experience beginning
meditation in the Buddhist world's most sacred
pilgrimage destination. WANDERING MIND is like a
souvenir, a film that I found in the bottom of my
rucksack after a long, enlightening journey.

Scan to
watch trailer
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BAMIYAN
Mon 24 Sep | 7.30pm
Patrick Pleutin, 2008, France, 15 min
Chinese and Arabic with English subtitles, PG13 (Some nudity 些许裸露画面 )
Digital Art SCAM Award, Civil Society of Multimedia Authors, 2009

DIRECTOR’S BIO
Born in 1965, Patrick Pleutin is both a director and a
painter. In June 2010 he was invited to The
Clermont-Ferrand Repertory Company to paint live at
dancer-choreographer Dominique Boivin's final
production. His painting was screened live as he was
making it, echoing in harmony with the energy of the
music and the moving bodies on stage.
The animated film BAMIYAN was produced in the same
vein and it won the SCAM Award for Best Digital
Artwork in 2009. “I paint on glass which allows quick
movements, which is to say there isn't any absorption
of paint material. Everything is there, moving”. In 2012,
he directed paint-animation films for the Paris
Orchestra, which were screened at the Salle Pleyel and
Cité de la Musique.

Produced in the form of animated paintings, BAMIYAN traces back to the year 632 AD,
where the Chinese monk Xuanzang discovered the prodigious Buddha statues in the
Bamiyan valley, Afghanistan. In 2008, the children living in the valley tell us the myths and
legends surrounding the tragic destiny of these statues that were destroyed in 2001.

DIRECTOR’S NOTES
The Kushan rulers and their successors – the Hephthalites
(otherwise known as the White Huns) gave the order to
sculpt in the central Afghan mountains the two biggest
Buddhas in the world. Pilgrims from as far as China came
to see them. The two statues, dating respectively from
the third and fifth century of our era, were damaged by
canons at the order of Moghul Emperor Aurangzêb in
1669. During the 20th century, they were restored by
French, Indian, Japanese and Afghan archaeological
teams. Recently, they were once again destroyed by
dynamite launched by the Taliban regime in March 2001.
After some photographic and video background
research, I decided to construct a traveller whose
vision is to follow the itinerary of Xuanzang. I shall be
this traveller - a child from Bamiyan who made
Xuanzang’s trip his own in order to recount and
discover where he is from. I am rediscovering the
valley today and its children, its artisans, its
countrymen, its markets, its ruins, its landscapes and
its emptied caves since the destruction of the
Buddhas. I have casted in animation these images of
the Bamiyan valley today. I’ve also kept the enduring
elements of the valley (the nature, the children, the
bakers and the fauna), and added to it elements that
have disappeared or have been destroyed - so as to
transmit the vision that Xuanzang had delivered to us.
To recreate the cliff and the destroyed Bamiyan
Buddhas, I found inspiration from original historical
paintings as well as photos (now conserved in the
Guimet Museum in Paris) brought back by French
archaeologists in 1920. The sounds in the film are
inspired by a variety of sources - voices of Afghan
children, evocations present in the story of Xuanzang,
sounds from the valley, as well as original music.

Scan to
watch trailer
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SCHOOLING THE WORLD
The White Man’s Last Burden

DIRECTOR’S BIO

Mon 24 Sep | 7.30pm
Carol Black, 2010, USA, 64 min
English and Ladakhi with English subtitles, PG
Best Feature Documentary, Eugene International Film Festival
Best of Fest, World Community Film Festival
Best Environmental Feature Film, Indie Spirit Film Festival
Best Documentary Honourable Mention, Philadelphia Independent Film Festival
Special Jury Award, Awareness Film Festival

All over the world, volunteers build schools in
traditional societies, convinced that school is the only
way to a 'better' life for the world’s children. But is this
true? What really happens when we replace a
traditional culture's way of learning and understanding
the world with modern education?
Beautifully shot on location in the Buddhist culture of
Ladakh, SCHOOLING THE WORLD weaves the voices of
Ladakhi people through a conversation between four

carefully chosen original thinkers – anthropologist
Wade Davis, Right Livelihood Award Winners Vandana
Shiva and Helena Norberg-Hodge, and Manish Jain, a
former architect of education programs with UNESCO,
USAID, and the World Bank. In the end, the film calls for
a “deeper dialogue” with these ancient sustainable
societies in which we realize we have at least as much
to learn as we have to teach.

Carol Black is an Emmy and Writer’s Guild award winning
writer / director / producer of both entertainment and
documentary television and film. She studied literature
and education at Swarthmore College and UCLA, and
for the past twenty years has been deeply involved
in the unschooling and alternative education
movements as a parent, activist, and teacher of
writing and filmmaking. SCHOOLING THE WORLD is
the culmination of many years of research into
cross-cultural perspectives on education.

DIRECTOR’S NOTES
The film SCHOOLING THE WORLD asks us to
re-examine some of our deepest assumptions about
knowledge, learning, ignorance, poverty, success,
and wealth. The purpose of the film is not to provide
all the answers, but to ask a question, to open a
conversation. Our hope is that you will be able to use
the film with your friends, colleagues, students, or
organization to begin conversations that will be
deep, challenging, and inspiring.
The way we educate children lies at the heart of our
culture, our economy, our ecology – our schools both
mirror our society and reliably reproduce it into the
future. Schools as we know them today reflect a
world with vast extremes of wealth and poverty, an
economy with a devastating impact on natural
ecosystems, a culture in which family breakdown and
individual psychological distress are epidemic.
What can we learn from other societies’ ways of
learning about and understanding the world? What
can we learn from their ways of nurturing children
and raising them to a productive, satisfying
adulthood? And how is our own current school
system failing to support the creativity and diversity
we will need to face the challenges of the 21st
century? We encourage you to think about the
questions here and connect the dots for yourself:
how can we re-imagine learning and culture in a way
that supports individual creativity, cultural diversity,
economic justice, and a sustainable relationship to
the environment?

Scan to
watch trailer
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THE YELLOW ROBE (RAN SALU)
Wed 26 Sep | 7.30pm
Lester James Peries, 1967, Sri Lanka, 106 min
Sinhala with English subtitles, PG
Gandhi Peace Prize, International Film Festival of India, New Delhi, 1969
Best Actress of the Year Award (Punya Heedeniya), Sri Lanka, 1967

DIRECTOR’S BIO
Lester James Peries is an internationally acclaimed
Sri Lankan film director, screenwriter and producer.
A filmmaker since 1949, Peries has been involved in
over 28 films, including shorts and documentaries. He
has received critical acclaim for directing Rekava,
Gamperaliya and many other films. THE YELLOW ROBE is
widely recognised as the country’s first and most
famous film about Buddhism.
In making the film, Peries, a Roman Catholic, was so
conscious about presenting Buddhism right that he
engaged Buddhist advisors on the set.

FESTIVAL ORGANIZER’S NOTES

The film’s heroine, Sujatha, is the only child from a wealthy family. She is engaged to
Cyril, a young barrister recently returned from Europe. Cyril finds it hard to get close to
Sujatha and turns his attention to Sarojini, Sujatha’s close friend. Meanwhile,
Sujatha finds herself drawn to a Buddhist nun who appears in her life.
Sri Lanka in the 1960s was one of Asia’s most promising economies. THE YELLOW ROBE
opens a window into the lives of Sri Lankans living in those prosperous times. Scenes of
youths socialising and spending their leisure time provide insights into societal
relationships and values in those days. Individual attitudes and reactions to Buddhism
and Buddhist practitioners illustrate the place of Buddhism in Sri Lanka.
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THE YELLOW ROBE is Lester James Peries’s earlier
seminal film which has not been seen by most. It has
no English subtitles and has deteriorating film
quality. THIS Buddhist Film Festival, in a tie up with
International Buddhist Film Festival 2012 Bangkok,
shared the costs of converting the 35mm reels into a
beta version and providing English subtitles. While
not fully restored and still containing uneven
screening quality THE YELLOW ROBE is now back in
the film festival circuit after 45 years.
We wish to thank and acknowledge IBFF 2012
Bangkok for collaborating with us.
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THE COMING OF TULKU (化城再来人)
Thu 27 Sep | 6.40pm
Chen Chuan-xing, 2011, Taiwan, 160 min
Mandarin with Chinese subtitles, PG
中 文 对 白 ，附 中 文 字 幕

hue to his already intriguing life and work. This film
attempts to shorten the distance between the poet
and his readers and bring his daily life and the
affectionate aspect of him to the foreground. His
friends, admirers and relevant historical materials
would help us to see him through a visual perspective
and to enter the poet’s world through a different angle.
「我选择不选择」周梦蝶
周梦蝶 (1920 年- ) ，本名周起述，河南省淅川县人。
笔名起自庄子午梦，表示对自由的无限向往。
童年失怙，沉默、内向。熟读古典诗词及四书五经，因战乱 ，
中途辍学。1948 年加入青年军，随蒋介石军队来台，并
遗有发妻和二子一女在家乡。1959 年起在台北市武昌街

"I Choose not to Choose," Zhou Meng-die

明星咖啡厅门口摆书摊，专卖诗集和文哲图书，并出版

A legendary character in the Taiwan literary scene,
Zhou moved to Taiwan with the Nationalist army in
1949, leaving his family in Mainland China. For years he
led a life of hardship and ran a street stall in Taipei
selling books in front of the Astoria Cafe, which became
an important cultural icon in the 1960s and 1970s.
Deeply influenced by Buddhism, his poems are full of
references to Chinese classic literature and Zen,
charming and graceful.

生 平 第 一 本 诗 集 《 孤 独 国 》。1962 年 开 始 礼 佛 习 禅 ，

By following the daily life of the 90-year-old
practitioner in this bustling world, this documentary
tries to reveal his legendary life, his seclusion,
unworldly personality and his philosophical thoughts.
He leads a life not unlike the ancient hermits. In the
contemporary world, such insistence adds a mystical

Scan to
watch trailer
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终日默坐繁华街头，成为台北「风景」，文坛「传奇」。
其国学底蕴丰厚，诗中喜爱用典，深受佛经影响，引禅意
入诗，诗风韵致缠绵。

DIRECTOR’S BIO
Chen Chuan-xing has a Ph.D. in Linguistics from the
Ecole des Haute Etudes en Sciences Sociales, France. He
is currently an Associate Professor at the National
Tsing-Hua University, Taiwan. His research interests
include art theory, psychoanalysis, film, and theatre,
and he specialises in the analysis of visuals and images.
陈传兴拥有法国高等社会科学学院语言学博士，师承将符
号学理论用于电影理论的大师 Christian Metz，博士论文
为〈电影「场景」考古学〉。擅长艺术史、电影理论、符号
学与精神分析理论，对于视觉、影像分析尤有关注与专精。

1987 年在阮义忠先生访谈所著的《摄影美学七问》中，
负责其中「五问」的回答者，访谈内容对海内外都产生深
远的影响。著作《忧郁文件》(1992)中，关於《明室》– 书的
深度书评，也成为中文世界理解罗兰·巴特的经典文献。
曾任教于国立艺术学院美术系。1998 年创办的行人出版
社，以欧陆思想及前卫书写为出版轴线。现任国立清华大
学副教授，开设「电影」与「精神分析」相关课程。

DIRECTOR’S NOTES
From the owner of a bookstall with sluggish business
to an ascetic monk of the poetic world, Zhou
Meng-die has been surrounded by a halo of myths
and legends.
He is indeed a one-of-a-kind poet in Taiwanese
modern literature, a unique cultural landscape in
metropolitan Taipei.
In addition to the Buddhist hymns and the allusions
to Buddhist scriptures throughout his works, the
poet himself is a practicing Buddhist, and this shows
up clearly in his work. And just as Zhou writes in his
poem, “I Choose” (2004), “I choose to read his books
and recite his poems, but I choose not to know him.”

以「人间修行者」的角度切入，揭开90岁高龄诗人 周 梦 蝶 的 传 奇 故 事 ，除 了 诗 人 在 诗 艺 上 的 复 杂 精 妙 外 ，

诗坛苦行僧、冷摊弃人，种种关于周梦蝶的传奇塑造出

诗人的人生故事、诗人的孤高气节、诗人的思想、诗人的

神圣、遥不可及的光环。孤独国邦主，方圆数尺的领土，

纯 粹 与「今之古人」的独特，在在都凭添诗人的传奇性

辽 阔 无 边 ，永 恒 为 时 间 尺 度 ，稀 有 神 话 物 种 不 可 尽 数

与神秘感。

如恒河沙。周梦蝶是台湾当代文学中独一无二的诗人，

本片试图拉近距离，尽量贴拂诗人生活的、思想的，更加
真实的，呈现诗人有情的多面向。于是周遭朋友、诗谊 、

台北现代城市中的枯山水净寂风景。诗作中充满佛经
典故、偈语而致被视为禅诗传统的现代法嗣，再加上个
人 亲 炙 佛 法 修 行 ，如 此 定 见 似 乎 毫 无 疑 问 。 然 而 就 同

与种种历史资料的建构，试图以诗人为圆心，画出一个完

周梦蝶诗作〈我选择，共三十三行〉(2004) 中一行所示：

整而立体的圆，让观众以别于文字的阅读方式，从视觉

「我选择读其书诵其诗，而不必识其人」

的角度进入诗人的世界。

Please note that this film does not have English subtitles
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AN ESSENCE OF WIND (ANGIN)
Sat 29 Sep | 11.30am
Winaldo Artaraya Swastia, 2010, Indonesia, 24 min
Bahasa Indonesia with English subtitles, PG
Nominated for Best Short Film in Film Festival Indonesia, 2010

DIRECTOR’S BIO
Winaldo Artaraya Swastia (1985, Jakarta) graduated
from the Jakarta Institute of Art, majoring in film
directing. He received full scholarship for six semesters
from the school and achieved Cum Laude in 2010. He
directed 14 short films in total, six of which using 16mm
celluloid film and the other eight using video, including
ANGIN, his latest short film. He also directed several
video clips and is currently working as freelance
assistant director in feature films and video clips while
still directing short films.

DIRECTOR’S NOTES

Dhammariya is a bhikkhu (monk) who served in a temple far from cities. One day, he
found a meditator's cell phone which was left in a guest room. Dhammariya was tempted
to use it to call his family. This incident led him to long for his family and hence, to fall into
an uncomfortable meditation state because he was attached to the longing.

A short film represents the reality in which we exist
and experience. Human is bound by time: the past,
the present and the future. This film is an effort to
emphasize that the past stays in the past and there is
no necessity to ponder too much about it; the future,
on the other hand, has yet to come and again, there
is no need to contemplate too much about it. The
importance lies in the present as a benchmark that
will determine what comes next.
This film aims to bring up the importance of the
present from the Buddhist point of view; a teaching
which regards the present as the most important
moment in one’s life.

Scan to
watch trailer
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YOUR MIND IS BIGGER THAN ALL THE SUPERMARKETS
IN THE WORLD
Sat 29 Sep | 11.30am
Cecilia Neant Falk, 2010, Sweden, 73 min
English with no subtitles, PG
Note: This film is an experiential documentary.

DIRECTOR’S BIO
Cecilia Neant Falk is a visual artist and filmmaker
working with art film projects and documentary film
since 1995. She studied film at École Supérieure de
Réalisation Audiovisuelle in Paris in the early 90s
and documentary film at Nordens Folkhögskola
Biskops-Arnö in 2001. She holds a BA in Fine Arts at
Konstfack; University College of Arts Crafts and Design
in Stockholm 2005-08.
DIRECTOR’S NOTES
With this film, I want to challenge both the cinema
audience and myself. I want us to experience
something other than the usual movie experience – a
transport, a flight from ourselves. I want to widen the
spectrum of possibilities and expectations of what we
might experience in a cinema theatre, and what film
“should” be.

In 2004 Swedish film-maker Cecilia Neant Falk went to
the Nilambe Buddhist Meditation Centre in Sri Lanka.
During the retreat she met meditation teacher Upul
Nishanta Gamage. Since then Neant Falk has returned
to Nilambe, always bringing her camera and
microphone. The continuous conversations at 4 p.m.
in the afternoons between Cecilia and Upul takes us
on an existential journey where a Westerner´s
questions on time, memory, art, happiness, work and
meaning are answered from a down-to-earth practical
Buddhist perspective.
The film is an attempt at giving an experience of “now”,
of being present, and the long takes are meant, in some
sense, to balance our otherwise fragmented visual
environment. The film is an experiment, a non-action
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movie aiming at creating a contemplative state of mind
rather than to direct the audience to one emotional
reaction to another.
So in this way, the film is an interactive experiment:
What happens when we have to meet our own
restlessness, our longing for speed, for going away,
changing the channel, or just change whatever is
there? Get a new kitchen? Another job, another life?
With this project the film-maker is posing questions on
our society´s culture of consumption – of things, of
experiences – our need to be entertained, and the fear
of non-action, emptiness and silence. It is a comment
on the habit of grabbing things, people or projects to
fill the gap in our minds.

In terms of filmmaking this means I have tried to reduce
the power of my own tools: the cutting, or using the
music. Of course I have also reduced my own power to
manipulate, control and direct the audience’s
emotions… In this way this film is in fact, an attempt to
give a fresh, unedited look at reality.

“I take slices of real life and
go really close up, for a long
time… Filming time, states
and deep human
psychological processes
is what interests me most.”
– Cecilia Neant Falk
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DANDELION DHARMA

DIRECTOR’S BIO

Sat 29 Sep | 3.15pm
Veronica DePippo, 2008, USA, 26 min
English with no subtitles, NC16 (Coarse language and sexual references)
Winner, Audience Award, Palm Springs International ShortFest, Best Live Action Short, 2009
Finalist, USA Film Fest, Narrative Short, 2009

After a failed romance, Trudy, a distraught 20-something,
stands broken hearted and sobbing in the community
garden plot she once shared with her fiancé.

women become intimate sharing laced brownies and
shots of vodka, along with stories of their Mr. Wrong,
Trudy begins to fall under their spell.

Suddenly, she is interrupted by three mysterious
women: Emma Chaise - 80-year old feisty Brit and WWII
fighter test pilot; Liah Montez - 70- something Hispanic
beauty - former owner of a whorehouse in Guadalajara,
and “Mad” Sonja – hip reefer-smoking ex-dancer. As the

Following their tales of love, where “beginnings come
from endings, endings from beginnings,” Trudy’s
perception of life and love changes, as she unexpectedly
uncovers new meaning to “letting go”.

Veronica began her career as an apprentice actor at Jon
Strasberg’s Mirror Repertory Company in New York
where she also studied acting with the legendary
actress, Geraldine Page. After working as an actor for
several years, she gravitated towards writing and
directing, primarily from a desire to create compelling
roles for women. DiPippo has written and directed
several short films including Nightsweats: The Collectors
which premiered at the Filmmaker’s Alliance VisionFest
awards at the Director’s Guild of America as part of an
evening honouring film director Allison Anders. An
award-winning playwright, over thirty productions of
DiPippo’s plays and one-acts have premiered at New
York theatres. Theatre directing credits range from
original works such as Sins of the Father (at the Met
Theatre, Los Angeles), to classics like August Wilson’s
Fences (for Theatre 40, Los Angeles).

DIRECTOR’S NOTES
DANDELION DHARMA is a film about the mysterious
nature of life and how it twists and turns in ways we
can’t possibly foresee or even imagine.
Like myself, I know everyone has experienced those
seemingly impossible moments in our lives when the
odds of so-called “coincidences” are too infinitesimal
to calculate. Problem is: most of us don’t take the
time to reflect upon their meaning. We allow
whatever emotions we’re experiencing at any given
moment to blind us to a broader perspective. That’s
what’s happening with my main character, Trudy, at
the beginning of the film. Unable to see past her
suffering, she is on the verge of making a terrible
choice. One whose results I am personally all too
familiar with.
Writing and directing DANDELION DHARMA was
truly a cathartic experience. It was an opportunity to
bring an “epic” vision to life that had deep personal
meaning. And, along the course of this two-year
journey from initial concept to fruition, I discovered
that this vision resonated with dozens of amazingly
talented industry professionals who sacrificed a
huge amount of time and energy in order to help me.
I have dedicated this film to my mother; and to all
those who – as they look at their garden of life –
choose not to focus on the weeds, but rather, on the
infinite possibilities that each day holds.

Scan to
watch trailer
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TULKU

DIRECTOR’S BIO
Gesar Mukpo is a filmmaker who lives in Halifax, Nova
Scotia. The son of the great Tibetan Buddhist teacher
Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche and his British wife, Gesar
was recognized as the reincarnation of his father's
beloved teacher at the age of three. He developed his
film and video craft through commercial work and
study with Buddhist teacher and filmmaker Khyentse
Norbu. Buddhist themes provide the motivations for his
most recent work, including the music video WHAT
ABOUT ME?

Sat 29 Sep | 3.15pm
Gesar Mukpo, 2009, Canada, 75 min
English with English subtitles, PG

DIRECTOR’S NOTES
I had applied to the Reel Diversity program before
and not gotten it. So I was sceptical about applying
again. A couple of days before the deadline, I hadn't
written anything, and I sat down and thought,
Screw it, I might as well tell my story.

In many ways, Gesar Mukpo leads an ordinary life. He’s
working to build a career as a filmmaker, has had
trouble in his marriage, and he struggles to pay his bills.
But there is more to Gesar’s story. Tibetan
Buddhists recognize him as a tulku - a reincarnated
Buddhist master.
Gesar was three when he became one of the first
people born in the West to be recognized as a tulku. For
his entire life, he’s been trying to figure out what that
really means.
Tibetan teachers – including Gesar’s father, Chogyam
Trungpa Rinpoche – began making their way to the
West in the 1960s. By the mid-1970s, they began to

recognize Western children as tulkus. Suddenly, a
system that had ensured stable spiritual power and
authority in Tibetan society for 800 years was
transplanted into a completely different culture. And
individual tulkus like Gesar were caught in the middle.
In this intensely personal documentary, Gesar sets out
to meet other Western tulkus and to find out how they
reconcile modern and ancient, East and West.
Journeying through Canada, the United States, India
and Nepal, he encounters four other tulkus who
struggle with the meaning of this profound dilemma.

I didn't want to look and fish for some story. It was
just there. I poured it out in two paragraphs… The
idea wrote itself.
This was something that was real, it was true, and it's
a story I could tell in a way that nobody else could.
As a filmmaker, that's what you want – to make
people connect with something real and intimate.
I felt this story had that. It's my story.

ALSO WATCH
CRAZY WISDOM, which documents the controversial life
of Gesar’s father, Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche. Page 12

Scan to
watch trailer
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ONE MILE ABOVE ( 转 山 )

DIRECTOR’S BIO

Sat 29 Sep | 5.30pm
Du Jiayi, 2011, China, 89 min
Mandarin with English subtitles, PG
中 文 对 白 ，附 英 文 字 幕

Best Artistic Contribution, 24th Tokyo International Film Festival, 2011
Audience Award, 14th Udine Far East Film Festival, 2012

Du Jiayi was born in 1977 in Shanghai,
China. When he was a little boy, Empire of
the Sun was shot just near his home, and
that inspired him to become a filmmaker
20 years later. Du has no degree or
education in film school, but he has been
involved in several blockbuster films. He
is a producer of Forever Enthralled and an
Actor of Shower and Wheat. ONE MILE
ABOVE is Du's first theatrical feature film.
杜家毅，生于上海幼年随父亲参观片场，立志
从事影业。19 岁独闯北京做过演员、主持人、
编 剧 、制 片 人 。 非 科 班 出 身 ，却 很 有 表 演
天 赋 ，因 在 电 影《 洗 澡 》里 高 唱《 我 的
太 阳 》 的 胖 子 苗 壮 一 角 ，引 起 关 注 。 何 平
导演独具慧眼和胆量在《麦田》中大胆启
用 他 为 男 主 角 。《 转 山 》一 片 是 杜 家 毅 的
导演处女作，也是他多年 来的梦想之作。

Based on a true story, ONE MILE ABOVE is a road movie
and drama adventure that depicts a young man’s
cycling journey to the highest point in Tibet to fulfil his
brother’s final wish. Through his interactions with
people along the journey, the audience is brought into
the lives of locals, pilgrims and fellow adventurers.
Shuhao, the central character, is a 24-year-old Taiwanese university graduate. His older brother Shuwei,
whom he has idolised since childhood, died on a
bicycle ride to Lhasa. He decides to complete Shuwei’s
journey, hoping to prove himself through this challenging trip. During his journey, Shuhao faces various
difficulties and obstacles. When he finally reaches his
destination, Shuhao’s joy at his achievement brings him
to the discovery of a new purpose in life.

一个 24 岁的台湾年轻人，在寒意渐生的十月，独自踏上
从 丽 江 到 拉 萨 的 旅 程 ，并 不 是 为 了 证 明 自 己 的 勇 敢 或
伟 大 ，而 是 在 相 信 与 怀 疑 间 摆 荡 。 但 他 最 终 决 定 走

DIRECTOR’S NOTES
This film is adapted from a novel of the same title, which depicts the
true story of a young Taiwanese who cycled from Li Jiang to Lhasa.
The producer Chen Guo-fu recommended the book to me, and said
that we could turn it into a movie.
I felt that this film should focus on the human experience and the
emotional journey that the lead actor goes through. The events in his
cycling journey may not be extraordinary in the eyes of some, but they
mirror life as it is – every new person and problem we meet is an
experience in self-discovery. In order to keep the film as real as
possible, I let the actor experience the actual conditions of the locality.
The lead actor Zhang Shuhao is a man who had been forgotten by
his family, friends and the society. Hence, he needed very much to
find his true self. To me, he did not accomplish anything great; he just
did what he had to do as a human being – to discover the innate
strength and potential within himself.
Although a remote place like Tibet may hold much exotic appeal to
travellers, it does not matter where our destination is. Once night
falls, we’ve only got ourselves to face – and this fact does not change
with our moving around. If the span of a lifetime is spent within a
day, how will we live? If birth and death is a certainty, then what
happens in between – life itself – is the most important thing.

这部电影改编自小说《转山》。小说讲述了一位台湾年轻人获得"流浪
者基金"的资助，骑单车从丽江到拉萨的旅途自述。本片监制陈国富
先生将这部台湾畅销书推荐给我，说这个故事可以改编成电影。
我认为这部电影应该关注人，关注这位与自己相伴走完整个旅途

下 去 ，因 为 哪 怕 失 败 ，他 也 相 信 ，应 该 在 失 败 面 前 看 到

的年轻人的内心情感。主人公在旅途中遭遇的事件不一定是多么

自己是如何就范的。在自己的毅力和沿途众人的帮助

玄妙，但如同人生一样，每一次遇见新的人、新的问题需要去面对

下，克服重重苦难，最终达到了内心深处的目的地，那个
最 纯 洁 的 地 方 – 拉 萨 。 对 他 而 言 ，这 不 仅 是 一 次 身 体 的
旅行，更是一次心灵的旅行。

和解决都是我们认识自己、寻找自我的过程。为此在拍摄中，我希
望最大程度地体现纪实感的风格。从开始的风和日丽，到后来的
风雪交加，演员经历和体验着最真实的状态。
影片中张书豪是一个被遗忘的人，他在家庭、社会、甚至朋友之中 ，
都是被忽视的对象。他需要记起他自己，我是谁？我觉得主人公
并不伟大，他只是做了一件该做的事，去发现人们与生俱来的不屈 ，
重新寻找自身存在的价值和隐藏的力量。
虽然西藏等偏远的地方是人们一般想出走的方向，但去哪里并不重
要，无论是纽约、东京，还是台北、拉萨，不管旅途到哪里，每当天黑
拉 上 窗 帘 ，我 们 都 要 面 对 自 己 的 生 活 。 如 果 童 年 是 早 上 ，中 年 是
午后，老年是夕阳，一生如一天，我们会怎么活？如果说生与死都
是注 定 的 ，唯 有 过 程 是 自 己 创 造 的 。体 验 这 个 旅 程 ，体 验 自 己 的
生命，探寻内心的追求和梦想，便是一辈子最重要的事。

Scan to
watch trailer
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Dharma In Action thanks all filmmakers, supporters, volunteers and the media
for making THIS Buddhist Film Festival 2012 a success.
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